The Natural Next Step.
It’s Sourced from Softwood Tree Farming:
An Abundant, Renewable U.S. Resource.

1. A prolific species of trees are planted in high density on farmland across the southeastern US.

2. After 7–9 years, trees are thinned to allow the remaining trees to grow taller for higher end uses like lumber, furniture and telephone poles.

3. Thinned trees are then converted for the paper, animal bedding, and biofuels industries...and BrockFILL.

4. BrockFILL is manufactured through a proprietary process that removes splinters, buffs and rounds the particles, and sifts out dust. The process involves 12 different steps to achieve the ideal particle shape, size, and smooth surface.

5. BrockFILL is used as infill for the life of the turf. Providing a safe, high performing surface for all athletes.

6. BrockFILL returns to earth as soil amendment for natural turf fields, lawns, gardens, golf fairways, or landscape mulch without leachates that are harmful to water quality or human health.

BROCKFILL RECIPE: 1 lb BrockFILL, 4 lbs Sand, in a 2" Slit Film or Blended Turf over Brock ShockPad.
Finally, a true replacement for crumb rubber infill.

Since 2004, Brock has led the industry in research about athlete safety and the environmental impacts of artificial turf.

We were the first ones to achieve Cradle to Cradle environmental certification for our base systems, the first to offer a 25-year warranty, the first to hold national educational forums for designers and scientists, and the first (and still only) to achieve the higher head protection safety levels of pristine natural turf.

It has been proven in many player studies that athletes prefer natural turf to artificial. Those same studies show that artificial turf fields that use shock pads are universally preferred over those that do not — so the least preferred system by athletes is artificial turf directly over stone. Additionally, 1-in-5 concussions happen when the head hits the surface and lower leg injuries are higher on conventional artificial turf than on natural grass. All this has led to a paradigm shift in thinking about artificial turf safety and why it is essential that it mimics well-groomed natural turf. It’s what athletes want!

The challenge is to create a system that feels like natural turf and that means changing the one component athletes hate most: crumb rubber infill. It’s too hot, it smells, it’s too abrasive, it’s unstable under foot and its end of life is an environmental tragedy. As global warming continues, climate change will make these surfaces literally too hot to play on.

Starting in 2015, the Brock team worked with a specialized group of universities, sports testing labs, PhD scientists, engineers, horticulturists, and several sports science experts to develop a solution to these problems. True to Brock form, we left no research question unanswered.

Now another first: A durable, cool, affordable, best-performance infill engineered for athletes. And it’s organic. In a world that is getting too hot, it’s time to cool off.

“It is a wonderful example of Man and Nature working together.”
Tested for... everything.

**Traction**
Humans evolved running on natural surfaces, not a rubberized bouncy turf that changes consistency across the field. BrockFILL feels like natural turf under foot and falls within the optimal traction range (FIFA 2-STAR) without the variability in energy restitution (“bounce”) of crumb rubber.

**Abrasion**
Besides field temperature, abrasion is the most common complaint from athletes about artificial turf. Independent testing from Labosport measures heat generated as a device slides across the turf sample using a mass and speed representative of a sliding athlete. BrockFILL generated the lowest heat score, therefore the lowest abrasion, of any infill, even crumb rubber. Better yet, abrasion is even lower when BrockFILL is damp.

**Splash**
Keeping infill in the turf is key, so the lower the splash the better. BrockFILL achieves the lowest splash when dry compared to other infills and is even better when damp.

**Cooling**
BrockFILL is a significantly cooler infill than crumb rubber and does not require watering. Each BrockFILL particle is naturally hydrophilic, so they absorb natural rainwater and condensation into their core, not just on the surface. Moisture is then released slowly for extended cooling. Plus BrockFILL gains weight when wet, so it doesn’t float or migrate like cork.
**Durability**

BrockFILL is an extremely durable organic material. After 20,000 Lisport cycles, the particle dimensions remain virtually unchanged. Additionally, the particles improve over time! They get smoother, further lowering skin abrasion without breaking down.

* BrockFILL at 120x magnification.

**Drainage**

Like all Brock products, BrockFILL has higher permeability than the turf itself. When tested in turf, the system drains over 50" per hour. Even after 8 years of simulated use with zero maintenance, the field still meets the requirements of International drainage standard. (But you should still maintain your field!)

**Player Safety**

The BrockFILL system utilizes Brock shock pads to provide the optimal energy absorption and head injury protection, while remaining firm for running: something a rubber and sand field over stone cannot achieve.

**... and we mean everything.**

- Head Impact Criteria
- Gmax Test
- Permeability in the System
- Shock Absorption
- Energy Restitution
- Rotational Resistance
- Vertical Deformation
- Ball Rebound / Angled Ball Rebound
- Ball Roll
- Flammability
- Ball Splash
- Temperature Testing
- Durability
- Density at Different Moisture Content Levels
- Permeability (material only)
- Total Pesticides
- Total Herbicides
- Leachable Pesticides
- Leachable Metals
- Total Metals
- Hexavalent Chromium
- Mold Growth
- Bacteria Growth
- Freeze-Thaw Cycle
- Insect Resistance
- UV Exposure
- Flotation
- Abrasion

* All test reports available.
The science is undeniable.

When infilled sand and crumb rubber systems were first introduced in the late 1990s, they were a significant leap forward for artificial turf sports systems when compared to the original nylon turf. These systems have been used prolifically, but the shortcomings in the design, performance, environmental impact, and safety cannot be overlooked any longer. These systems, long touted as shock-pad free, do not provide the safe surface athletes deserve. They create foul smelling and dangerously hot environments leading to burns, blisters and heat exhaustion, and rubber can create an unnatural, “bouncy” feel which results in the instability that contributes to fatigue, joint stress and lower extremity injuries. The waste and disposal of crumb rubber has reached alarming levels. A typical athletic field is equivalent in size to a 500-car parking lot, and can reach temperatures of 175+ degrees. With the effects of global warming, this has to stop.

Years of research, testing, and studies have led to a superior playing surface. Twenty five years from its introduction, it’s time for the crumb-rubber, turf-over-stone system to take its place in history and clear a path for the next generation system for athletes. One that is cooler, firmer, safer, and leaves no scars on the athlete, or the environment.

A typical athletic field is equivalent in size to a 500-car parking lot, and can reach temperatures of 175+ degrees.

The US Consumer Products Safety Commission suggests the use of WOOD and other materials rather than crumb rubber to create a shock-absorbing surface under public play areas.

There are plenty of better uses for waste tires, including road asphalt, Speed bumps, railway vibration absorption and more.